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imagine if
imagine if was founded in 2015 to instigate real change in people’s lives 
through theatre and is run by founding Artistic Director, Francesca Joy. 
imagine if has a strong track record of working in prisons nationally with 
their main focus being across Yorkshire. Over the last 5 years, they have 
worked in 26 prisons across the UK and USA, engaged with over 4,000 
prisoners and continue to support prisoners when they are released into 
the community.

imagine if’s flagship theatre and employability intervention for prisons is Bird 
on the Wing which uses evidence-led theatre techniques to address several 
risk factors for criminal behaviour. Bird on the Wing addresses pro-criminal 
attitudes by supporting prisoners to alter self-perceptions and develop a new 
narrative identity through envisioning a new, appealing and conventional 
replacement self. The program also works with prisoners to build social capital 
through access to agents for change – offering exposure and reaction to ‘hooks 
for change’ or turning points. It has been researched and developed over four 
years and we hire People with Convictions to test and develop the content 
every year! “It was the only thing that was inspiring in prison. Because of 
Bird on the Wing, I got a job within four weeks of getting out and I have 
remained in work since.” Bird on the Wing Graduate, 2017. The intervention 
runs full time over a month and we support every single graduate, for as long 
as they need, upon release.

imagine if also delivers theatre performances with professional actors to 
prison audiences of up to 100 prisoners per day, followed by a workshop 
focusing on the play’s issues such as domestic abuse, Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) and mental health issues. The performances and workshops 
run over a full day in prisons and they bring all the resources needed to deliver 
these. The facilitation team work with each prisons individually responding to 
their specific needs and they design and deliver specialised interventions.

imagine if has worked internationally, most recently working in prisons in 
America with several companies including Tim Robbins and his company The 
Actor’s Gang. They have also worked in India in slums, orphanages and with 
Bangalore-based theatre company Yours Truly.
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Jadek

Synopsis
Grandad found a home in Yorkshire in 1945 after spending six years 
fighting and surviving World War 2. He likes a whisky and hates the 
ventilation in his front room. Every morning he opens his eyes and a 
sorrowful “bloody hell” escapes his lips as he realises he’s still blind.

Tasha found a home at her Grandad’s house after spending what felt 
like most of her life at war. She is trying to sell her children’s storybook 
to London publishers, has moved house over 30 times and drinks way 
too much beer.

Jadek - which is written phonetically and is Polish for ‘Grandfather’ - 
is a semi-autobiographical story of its writer, Francesca Joy, who in 
her 20s moved in with her blind, 94-year-old Polish Grandad. The play 
explores how this unexpected turn of events affected both of their lives.

Chesca: “Grandad what song do you want at your funeral?”

Grandad: “I no want a song at my funeral. I’ve seen my friends be killed, 
I’ve seen my friends die...and there was no time for singing.”
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The relevance of Jadek for prison audiences, lies in the prevalence of 
PTSD and/or experiences of childhood trauma within prison populations. 
imagine if used the themes of the play to spark conversations and 
engagement around PTSD and Mental Health.

The Jadek prison tour addressed the play’s recurrent themes of mental 
health, exploitation, and PTSD through a professional theatre production, 
Q&A session, and intensive drama-based workshop. During the workshop 
prisoners had the opportunity to work with professional actors and 
experienced facilitators to re-direct scenes, thereby developing emotional 
intelligence and communication skills.

Jadek considers how you can move on in life once a gun is no longer 
at your head. How can you stop being a soldier? How can you come 
to terms with the pain that you have caused others, reconcile what 
you have been through and arrive at self-acceptance?

Prison Tour Aims
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imagine if used the Q&A session and workshop to critically interrogate 
these themes with prisoners, exploring what they found relatable or 
interesting about the play and characters. Discussion often centred 
on how experiences of trauma can affect personal relationships, with 
prisoners using observations from the play to relate to their own life 
experiences and their offending behaviour.

During the Q&A with the performers, alongside the expected 
questions (were you on Coronation Street?!), we initiated the sense of 
creative exchange by turning the questions on the audience. Starting 
with general discussions around the themes and content of the play 
to ensure understanding, we moved onto the characters in a more 
specific sense. We encouraged audience members to reflect on their 
own personal relationships and identify where their behaviours may 
have been influenced by experiences of trauma. We ensured prison 
staff were in the audience and were able to answer questions on how 
to access therapeutic support within the establishment.
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The prevalence of PTSD in prison populations, like other mental 
disorders, is higher than in community populations. The relationship 
between PTSD and prisoner behaviour is poorly understood and this 
may be leading to under-diagnosis of PTSD in prisons.

PTSD and Mental 
Health in Prison

In 2019 rates of self-harm in prisons were at the highest levels ever 
recorded. Fewer than two in five (39%) men in prison with mental 
health problems said that they had been helped with their mental 
health while in prison.

“It made me think differently about how 
people bottle up issues, how it’s hard for 

people to let go of the past.”
- Prisoner, HMP Holme House
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Of the prison population:

• 16% have symptoms indicative of psychosis

• 25% identified as suffering from both anxiety 
and depression

• 46% have attempted suicide at  some point

• 41% observed violence in the home as a child

Despite these concerning statistics, we know that imagine if’s work, 
through interventions like Jadek, is well placed to support positive 
change, as “there is evidence from a range of arts projects showing 
their effectiveness in improving mental wellbeing and supporting 
recovery and rehabilitation from mental health problems.” (National 
Criminal Justice Arts Alliance, 2016)

“It touched on war, PTSD, mental health, 
poverty. It was moving and inspirational, 

I would love to see more of this.”
- Prisoner, HMP Holme House

Sources: Bromley Briefings Prison Factfile Winter 2019 published by the Prison Reform Trust and 
PTSD in prison settings: A systematic review and meta-analysis of comorbid mental disorders and 
problematic behaviours (doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222407).
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Why Theatre?

“I don’t judge as much as I used to, once you know 
the person or character, they’re just like us.”

- Prisoner, HMP Holme House

Our theatre productions have been touring to prisons since 2015 and 
due to the overwhelmingly positive effect witnessed, prisons across 
the UK have made repeat bookings. The vital and effective role of 
artistic interventions in positive outcomes for prisoners is backed 
up by research and was recognised in 2018 by the publication of 
“Arts and culture in health and wellbeing and in the criminal justice 
system: A summary of evidence” by Arts Council England. This 
research reinforces that imagine if’s cultural status and the touring of 
professionally produced plays is important as “Researchers and often 
supportive prison staff note that prisoners respond in a different way 
to an artist than they might with one of the education staff. The status 
of cultural practitioners as professional artists can be highly significant 
in their impact on participants and thus the success of the project.”
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“It made me think that even though people might 
put on a front of being okay there may be things 

going on that you don’t know.”
- Prisoner, HMP Dovegate

imagine if’s theatre productions are unashamedly honest and are 
renowned for their portrayal of real-life on stage. This gives prisoners 
the chance to connect with the characters and storylines and see parts 
of themselves reflected back at them. “Theatre programs provide a safe 
place to work with the mind, body, and spirit, while embracing, yet 
transcending, history, cultural differences, skills, knowledge, gender, 
age, time, space, place and generations” (Shailor, 2011). Through 
performing Jadek to prisoners, the themes enabled them to look at 
their fellow inmates in another light, disregarding their age and race 
and seeing the humanity in each other.
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Workshop
The workshop focussed on unlocking understanding from the play’s 
narratives and characters, in particular regarding trauma and PTSD.

Main aim: Explore the themes of Jadek to enable consideration of 
positive coping strategies

Subsidiary aims:
• Improve understanding of trauma and ability or motivation to engage 

others in difficult conversations
• Increase awareness and understanding of signs of PTSD
• Increase awareness and understanding of ‘Triggers’
• Explore the themes of Jadek creatively
• Explore the importance of talking about traumatic experiences
• Identify positive coping strategies

“WOW, WOW, WOW, what a powerful 
performance, it was amazing.
The lads all really enjoyed it.”

- Learning and Skills Manager, HMP Dovegate
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What did we do?
• Theatre games to enable self-expression and ability to engage. Creating a 

sense of fun useful in exploring emotional content
• Agreement Scales and other discussion-based exercises to establish 

truths and misconceptions around trauma
• Acting exercises to explore how traumatic experiences can affect the 

physicality of characters, enabling discussions of long-term effects of trauma
• Re-directed scenes to explore positive coping strategies and discussion 

around self-harm
• Closed workshop with the provision of an information sheet on trauma, 

with extra copies to share with other prisoners to encourage peer support.

“From Jadek I learnt the different 
signs and symptoms of trauma, some 

I wouldn’t have recognised.”
- Prisoner Officer, HMP Dovegate
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“It was so human - with such loving 
kindness but deep sadness.”

- Prisoner, HMP Dovegate

Why is the workshop important?
• The workshop was effective in deepening engagement for a selection 

of prisoners which prison staff identified as needing further support 
around the issues. Prisoners verbalised that they were impressed 
by the actor’s performances, which motivated them to attend the 
workshop. Observing the performer’s vulnerability on stage is vital for 
the engagement and provides an opportunity for a creative exchange. 
It enables prisoners to base their opinions in the fictional world, which 
they can then identify with and apply to their own behaviour.
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• Staff members were impressed by the level of engagement during the 
workshops. At HMP Holme House, staff stated that one participant who 
they identified as a prolific self-harmer had briefly left the workshop to 
cry. Staff had not seen him respond to any intervention in this manner, 
as negative emotions were normally expressed through self-harm. They 
were grateful for the opportunity to follow up on this work with him in 
interventions run by the establishment. Staff observing the workshop 
stated that they believed our work to be more effective than therapeutic 
interventions for many participants.

“I liked everything, full production 
excellent, completely mesmerised 

and loved how real the play 
portrayed trauma.”
- Prisoner, HMP Holme House
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Audience Statistics
imagine if toured to prisons with great success - as showed by the 98.9% 
of prison audiences who enjoyed the performance.

imagine if also successfully engaged with Polish audiences reflected 
by the 9.47% of audience members who identified as having a Polish 
background or Polish heritage.
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imagine if positively developed and reached out to new audiences, as 
evidenced by the 48.2% of Jadek audience members who had never 
been to a theatre performance before.

Statistics tell us that “arts audiences come from better-off people who are 
more privileged, generally” (Anne Torreggiani, The Stage, 2016). imagine 
if is committed to making theatre accessible to everyone, our efforts 
reflected by the 70.8% of our audiences from a low-income background.
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Our Other Work
imagine if’s prison and community work is risk assessed, safeguarded, 
insured and delivered to the highest standards. We hire and pay a 
living wage to people with convictions to test and give feedback on 
our course content before we deliver it in prisons.

We work with an independent researcher from the University of Leeds, a 
statistician from the Royal Statistician Society and the Ministry of Justice 
Datalab to ensure our work is evidence-led. We work closely with various 
third sector agencies including CLINKS, Offploy and the National Criminal 
Justice Arts Alliance. We use the Intermediate Outcomes Measurement 
Instrument (IOMI) tool endorsed by the Ministry of Justice on all our 
courses to measure positive changes resulting from our interventions. We 
work with prisoners once they have been released into the community 
to support resettlement and increase their pro-social networks, replacing 
their previous pro-criminal networks.

‘Bird on the Wing’ participants at HMP Leeds in 2017 rehearse for their 
performance to employers and support agencies.

“Absolutely fantastic, fully enjoyable. It gave the men 
a positive hope for the future which is so important 
and vital to aid reducing the chance of re-offending.”

- Prison Offender Manager, HMP Moorland
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People with convictions work with imagine if in the community to test 
and give feedback on our interventions, ensuring people with experience 
of the Criminal Justice System are part of the workshop design process.

We are a registered supplier with the Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) 
and deliver our flagship employability intervention Bird on the Wing as 
well as our theatre inventions such as Jadek through the DPS. We also 
deliver shorter courses (up to a week-long) that are specifically designed 
to meet each prison’s needs. We are a registered charity (1160935) and 
are funded by a variety of trusts and foundations alongside direct 
commissions from the Ministry of Justice and HMPPS. imagine if has 
worked across the UK and internationally in India and America.

imagine if ‘s 2017 production of - You Forgot the Mince being performed 
in front of a group of prisoners before the workshop

a workshop imagine if delivered in Polish 
communities during the tour of Jadek

imagine if works with Bird on the Wing 
Graduates to develop the programme



imagine if would like to thank all of the prison 
coordinators, security staff and governors for all of their 
hard work to ensure the 2019 prison tour ran smoothly.
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